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If you could go back in time and buy Apple (AAPL) shares in 1997, would
you?

Of course you would – but hindsight is a funny thing. 

Because in 1997, Apple was 90 days away from bankruptcy. Shares
were plummeting and competition was creeping in.

Fast-forward 25 years and Apple has a device in nearly every pocket.
The return on investment from 1997 would be astronomical.

But the returns could just have easily been zero... It was that close.

Buying shares of Apple in 1997 would have been a binary bet: 0 to 100. 

Whether you got rich or lost all your money was completely dependent
on execution and consumer behavior.

The names featured in this report are present-day examples of
"Binary Bets." 

If these companies can execute and harness consumer macro tailwinds,
it's to the moon. But if not, they likely won't be around in 25 years. 

Here are five companies worth watching that fit this bill.

Enjoy,
 

A Letter From Our Founders

Andy and Landon Swan

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/02/technology/apple-stock-1-trillion-market-cap.html


Binary
Bets

Rivian (RIVN)
Rivian isn't the largest electric vehicle

manufacturer in the LikeFolio universe but
it does boast the highest levels of consumer

happiness. Production delays and its $6.4
billion cash burn in 2022 have hurt the
stock. However, improvements on the

execution front may allow this company to
harness serious macro trend tailwinds.

SoFi (SOFI)
SoFi made headlines recently for suing to block
the Biden administration's student loan pause.
While it has garnered elevated negative chatter
(namely among those impacted), demand and

new user growth look strong. We expect mobile
banking to continue to power demand,
alongside a rising number of synergistic

products.  

Coinbase (COIN)
Coinbase is the largest (and increasingly most

trusted) cryptocurrency exchange in the United
States. The company gained momentum among

users in the fourth quarter of 2022 and early signs
show momentum continuing into 2023. Larger-scale
cryptocurrency adoption is likely to serve as a major

boon for this name.

Fubo (FUBO)
FuboTV offers live streaming in a time when more

consumers than ever are bypassing traditional
media platforms for online content. The company's

sports-first motto is promising considering live
sports is a main driver of streaming subscriptions.

The real question is: Can Fubo keep on top of
carriage disputes while staying competitive among

peers?

CRISPR (CRSP)
CRISPR is a clinical-stage biotech company
named for the CRISPR/Cas9 gene-editing

method invented by its founder that allows for
the disruption, deletion, correction, or

insertion of DNA fragments. FDA approval of
exa-cel, a treatment for sickle cell disease and
beta thalassemia, could send shares rocketing.



Binary Bets



Trend Watch



Trend Watch: 
Major Stock
Pullbacks

The S&P 500 serves as an excellent benchmark for analyzing the health of the U.S. market and understanding where
individual equities stand. The S&P is down just under 1% over the last two years. In contrast, the five names featured in this
report have shed more than 60% in value during the same time frame. These stocks are greatly underperforming the larger
market, and in most instances, rightfully so. Each company has room for improvement when it comes to execution.
However, each company is operating in a sector ripe for future growth. 

Macro Trend Watch:



The companies featured in this report operate in large emerging sectors. Aside from trading cryptocurrency, each sector
is growing by a significant clip on a year-over-year (YoY) basis. These consumer macro behaviors will be critical to
predicting the success or failure of related companies because they serve as tremendous headwinds (or tailwinds) and
temperature gauges for industry growth.

Macro Trend Watch:

Trend Watch:
Moonshot
Trends



CRSP



Key Points

CRSP: CRISPR

Money Dial: Bullish 

89

Web Visits: 
+5% YoY

Mentions: 
+15% YoY

Sentiment: 
68% Positive, -5% YoY

BullishBearish

Neutral



Simple Option Play Risk Management 

Buy CRSP Jan 19, 2024
40/70 Call Spread

@ $8.50 Debit 
 

Max Loss: $850
Max Gain: $2,150

per contract
 

Actionable Trade Ideas

Purchase CRSP
up to $50/share
for a long-term

hold.

**ON ALL TRADES, it is
important to use proper

risk management to
correctly allocate and
protect your capital.

 
We believe this stock

could gain by more than
150% within the next two

years. 
 

Andy's Pick



Company Updates: CRSP
CRISPR Therapeutics is a Swiss gene editing company developing therapies for cancer, diabetes,
hemoglobinopathies, and other diseases. The therapies are based on the CRISPR/Cas9 approach which edits genes
by cutting DNA and then allowing natural DNA processes to take over. CRISPR stands for Clustered Regularly
Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats. There are several CRISPR methods but the most exciting is one that uses the
Cas9 enzyme to deliver CRISPR components to cells. 

Absent a commercialized drug, CRISPR is solely dependent on collaboration revenue from its strategic
partner, Vertex. Collaboration revenue was described as “not material” in 2022 after the company recognized $913.1
million in revenue in 2021 connected to upfront and milestone payments. CRSP reported a net loss of $110.3 million
for Q4 2022, narrower than the $141.2 million loss in Q4 2021 (and much better than the consensus expectations). It
exited 2022 with a $1.87 billion cash position, down from $2.38 billion in 2021 due to using cash for R&D activities.
CRSP shares went up 8% in 2x volume the day after the report. 

CRSP does not yet have a commercialized drug. Its lead candidate is exa-cel, which is in late-stage studies for the
treatment of transfusion-dependent beta thalassemia (TDT) and sickle cell disease (SCD). Exa-cel is being co-
developed with large-cap biotech company Vertex Pharmaceuticals. A regulatory filing is expected in 2023 for both
indications. The FDA granted a Rare Pediatric Diseases designation to exa-cel for both TDT and SCD. Regulatory
submissions are complete in Europe and underway in the U.S. The candidate has the potential for huge profit given
the high unmet medical needs of both diseases. Exa-cel’s potential addressable market is 100,000+ and 350,000+
patients in TDT and SCD, respectively. Given the estimated price of a recently approved gene therapy for hemophilia
B ($3.5 million for a one-time treatment), exa-cel could be a blockbuster drug. 

http://ir.crisprtx.com/news-releases/news-release-details/crispr-therapeutics-provides-business-update-and-reports-8
https://www.forbes.com/sites/joshuacohen/2022/12/02/despite-eye-popping-35-million-price-tag-for-gene-therapy-hemgenix-budget-impact-for-most-payers-will-be-relatively-small/?sh=4c4ab8fc173d


CRISPR has a pair of chimeric antigen receptor
T-cell (CAR-T) candidates, CTX110 and CTX130,
which are being developed to treat
hematological and solid tumor cancers. An
early-stage study on a third CAR-T candidate,
CTX112, targeting CD19+ B-cell malignancies, is
expected to start in the first half of 2023. 

Genomic editing with CRISPR technology aims
to repair defective genetic material that
causes diseases. Already impactful on lab science
(improving precision/speeding research), it is one
of healthcare’s most promising innovations and
expected to produce multiple approved
treatments. Over 6,000 rare inherited diseases
are caused by a single genetic “misspelling.” This
differs from other diseases for which it’s harder to
develop a single set of “scissors” to treat up to
100 different mutations. 

Company Updates: CRSP
CRISPR gene editing market size is expected to
balloon over the next decade, reaching $18.9 billion
by 2031.

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2023/01/30/crispr-gene-editing-technology-turns-10/11080787002/


CRSP:  
Web
Visits (US)

Interest in CRISPR Therapeutics' gene-based medicine is rising, according to web traffic.
U.S. web visits have risen by 5% YoY, reaching a multi-year high. CRISPR gene-based therapies include hemoglobinopathies
(blood-based diseases), immuno-oncology (next-generation cancer therapy), in vivo (editing cells in the body to treat genetic
diseases), and regenerative medicine (expanding the applications of stem cells).

Key Takeaway:



CRSP mention volume is on the rise again after two years of declining buzz. Company mentions have increased by
15% YoY as shares continue to slide, highlighting an emerging divergence opportunity: when company metrics are
heading in the opposite direction of the stock price.

Key Takeaway:

CRSP: 
Mentions



CRSP sentiment is high at 68% positive. But as consumers learn more about gene-editing technology and consider the
ramifications, such as equity, affordability, and regulations, some have voiced caution. We view this as an expected side effect of
new technology awareness but will continue to monitor sentiment for large-scale concerns.

Key Takeaway:

CRSP:
Sentiment



The concept of personalization extends to multiple sectors: personalized diets, personalized gifts, personalized
music playlists, and increasingly personalized medicine. Consumer mentions of using an individual's genetic profile
to guide decisions for medical treatment and prevention have nearly quadrupled over the last nine years.

Macro Trend Watch:

Trend Watch: Personalized Medicine Applications



Consumer interest in genome editing has risen steadily over the last decade but surged this Spring as scientists
and ethicists convened for the second International Summit on Human Genome Editing. CRISPR advances were a
main feature, including treatments for sickle cell disease, heart disease, and cancer with genetic implications.
Discussions increasingly involve how to edit a genome safely or whether this type of technology should be banned.

Macro Trend Watch:

Trend Watch: Genome Editing

https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2023/03/06/1158705095/genome-summit-gene-editing-ethics-crspr?utm_term=nprnews&utm_campaign=npr&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_medium=social


CRSP: CRISPR Project Pipeline



CRSP: CRISPR Project Pipeline



COIN



BullishBearish

Neutral

COIN: Coinbase

Money Dial: Bullish 

78

Global Page Views:
-63% YoY (normalization)

Sentiment:
70% positive, +10% YoY

Trading Crypto:
Flat YoY, +8% QoQ

Key Points



Simple Option Play

Buy COIN Jan 2025
115/120 Call Spread 

@ $0.50 Debit
 

Max Loss: $50 
Max Gain: $450

per contract
 

Actionable Trade Ideas

Purchase COIN
up to $65/share
for a long-term

hold.

Landon's Pick

**ON ALL TRADES, it is
important to use proper risk

management to correctly
allocate and protect your

capital.
 

We believe this stock could
gain by more than 100%

within the next two years. 
 

Risk Management 



Company Updates: COIN
Coinbase is the largest cryptocurrency exchange in the U.S. and a leading online platform for the global crypto-
economy. It supports the trading of more than 3,000 digital assets with Bitcoin and Ethereum being the two most popular
(together comprising two-thirds of assets). It also provides technology that lets developers build crypto-based apps and
securely accept crypto assets as payment. As of year-end, Coinbase has 110 million verified users across more than 100
countries and $80 billion of assets on the platform.

Revenue was down 75% YoY in Q4 and down 57% for all of 2022. Steep net losses were recorded in both Q4 and 2022. In
addition to the macro effects of inflation and interest rates, the rough year for crypto was made worse by two events: 1) The
depegging of $LUNA which contributed to 60% of the crypto market cap decline in the second quarter and exposed poor
risk management practices in the market leading to the bankruptcies of Three Arrows Capital, Voyager, and Celsius and 2)
The collapse of FTX in Q4 due to fraud, which drove additional credit-related bankruptcies. 

Coinbase usage is on the decline on a YoY basis. There were 8.3 million monthly transacting users (MTUs) in Q4 of 022,
down 2% from 2021. Trading volume and transaction revenue were down 9% and 12% YoY, respectively. To reduce expenses
and preserve cash during the slowdown, Coinbse laid off 18% of its workforce in 2022 and another 20% in January 2023. 

The company is trying to diversify revenue away from trading fees by offering more subscriptions and services.
Subscriptions and services accounted for 25% of total revenue last year compared to just 7% in 2021. One bright spot in Q4
was a 34% QoQ increase in subscription and services revenue, which helped offset the plunge in transaction revenue. The
company is seeing good traction in newly launched products that include staking, where users that opt-in can earn rewards
for actively participating in transaction validation, and custody services where customers can deposit and withdraw crypto
into a custodial account.

https://s27.q4cdn.com/397450999/files/doc_financials/2022/q4/Shareholder-Letter-Q4-2022.pdf
https://www.coindesk.com/learn/the-fall-of-terra-a-timeline-of-the-meteoric-rise-and-crash-of-ust-and-luna/
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/01/17/bitcoin-has-now-recovered-all-its-losses-since-ftx-collapsed.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/02/21/coinbase-coin-earnings-q4-2022.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/01/10/coinbase-to-slash-20percent-of-workforce-in-second-major-round-of-job-cuts.html
https://blockworks.co/news/coinbase-diversified-revenue-with-staking-now-comes-the-sec


Coinbase web traffic surged in 2020 and 2021 alongside elevated consumer interest in cryptocurrency. Page visits have
since normalized, slipping 63% on a YoY basis. This metric is highly sensitive to high-level crypto trends and highly correlated
to Coinbase revenue growth (.99), so any spikes (or continued weakness) will be very telling.

Key Takeaway:

COIN: 
Global Web
Page Views



Coinbase sentiment surges as consumers view the exchange as a legitimate platform for crypto activity, especially in light
of the FTX collapse in early November of last year. Coinbase happiness levels have risen by 10 points YoY reaching 70% positive.
Its financial statements are audited by a Big Four accounting firm. These firms have been unwilling to audit peers like Binance and
other private cryptocurrency platforms. 

Key Takeaway:

COIN: 
Sentiment

https://www.investopedia.com/what-went-wrong-with-ftx-6828447?utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-_1nj34kWZ2k2by5adbrUE8Mqq3mJJTkRxrh_a-RFgcJ-LWERENjJBswSY6BylviVQR-e7d
https://www.barrons.com/articles/coinbase-stock-price-crypto-market-51673975185?siteid=yhoof2&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-_1nj34kWZ2k2by5adbrUE8Mqq3mJJTkRxrh_a-RFgcJ-LWERENjJBswSY6BylviVQR-e7d
https://beincrypto.com/big-four-accounting-firms-unwilling-audit-binance-despite-long-history-coinbase/?utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-_1nj34kWZ2k2by5adbrUE8Mqq3mJJTkRxrh_a-RFgcJ-LWERENjJBswSY6BylviVQR-e7d


Coinbase Purchase Intent Mentions – or consumer mentions of downloading Coinbase or utilizing the platform to buy, sell,
or trade cryptocurrency – popped in the fourth quarter. This renewed interest in crypto has bolstered COIN shares in 2023,
currently trading 80% higher YTD. Coinbase demand remains elevated in the first quarter, just slightly off pace from Q4 levels.

Key Takeaway:

COIN: 
Purchase
Intent

Renewed
Crypto
Interest



Consumer mentions of trading cryptocurrency are flat on a YoY basis but have gained momentum over the last quarter. Mentions of trading
crypto pushed 8% higher on a QoQ basis, outperforming mentions from consumers investing in crypto (-23% in the same time frame). This
trading activity benefits a platform like Coinbase, which is the largest cryptocurrency exchange in the U.S. by trading volume. 

Coinbase revenue is down significantly from highs partially because the company charges a percentage for transactions. If cryptocurrencies
(like Bitcoin and Ethereum, the top drivers for COIN) surge, the company is likely to benefit tremendously.

Macro Trend Watch:

Trend Watch: Trading Cryptocurrency

https://www.cnbc.com/select/coinbase-crypto-exchange-review/


COIN: Building Trust with Consumers



RIVN



Key Points

BullishBearish

Neutral

RIVN: Rivian

Money Dial: Bullish 

70

Purchase Intent
+31% YoY

Web Visits (US): 
-10% YoY, +12% vs. 2021

Sentiment:
77% Positive

Key Points



Simple Option Play Risk Management

Buy RIVN Jan 17, 2025
Call Option w/ $25

Strike for $3.00 or Less
 

Max Loss: $300
Max Profit: Unlimited

per contract 
 

Actionable Trade Ideas

Purchase RIVN
up to $15/share
for a long-term

hold.

**ON ALL TRADES, it is
important to use proper risk

management to correctly
allocate and protect your

capital.
 

We believe this stock could
gain by more than 200%

within the next two years. 
 

Andy's Pick



Company Updates: RIVN
Rivian Automotive is an upstart electric vehicle (EV) manufacturer based in California. So far it has produced a five-
passenger pickup truck (R1T, starting price $73,000) and an SUV (R1S, starting price $78,000) and sells direct-to-consumer. It also
sells electric delivery vans (EDVs) through the Rivian Commercial Vehicle platform in collaboration with Amazon.  

Rivian just reported mixed Q4 results, missing badly on revenue but posting a narrower-than-expected net loss. 
Revenue came in at $663 million while Wall Street was looking for almost $800 million. A $1.87 per share net loss was better
than the Street’s $2.00 per share net loss expectation. The company said it expects to deliver 50,000 vehicles in 2023 which was
10,000 short of the Street’s estimate due to ongoing supply chain constraints. Still, the 50k target is roughly twice what Rivian
produced in 2022 when it made 24,337 EVs (and delivered only 20,332), shy of its 25,000 target. After hitting $179in 2021, RIVN
shares are nearing all-time lows, opening Mar. 15 at $14.09.

On top of the disappointing report, Rivian issued another recall, its third since going public. The company is recalling more
than 12,700 of its EVs due to an issue with a sensor in the front passenger seat-belt system. However, it estimates that less than
100 of the vehicles will need the part replaced. In October 2022, Rivian recalled approximately 13,000 EVs because of a possible
loose fastener. In May 2022, it recalled about 500 electric pickup trucks due to an airbag issue. The wave of recalls, while
proactive, has likely hurt the brand’s image as reflected in LikeFolio consumer sentiment data. 

Last month, Rivian announced that it will lay off 6% of its workforce to reduce expenses and preserve cash. The
announcement came after Tesla and Ford slashed prices on their EVs which highlights the uphill battle RIVN faces in the EV price
wars. Like other cash-strapped EV startups, Rivian is trying to stave off bankruptcy as consumer demand wanes and costs
remain elevated. It exited 2022 with $12.1 billion in cash after recording a $6.8 billion loss for the year.

https://www.barrons.com/articles/rivian-stock-price-earnings-e08ad414?siteid=yhoof2&yptr=yahoo
https://www.reuters.com/business/autos-transportation/rivian-sees-2023-production-well-below-estimates-recalls-over-12700-vehicles-2023-02-28/
https://www.wsj.com/livecoverage/stock-market-news-today-02-28-2023/card/rivian-stock-falls-after-recall-disappointing-sales-O0Ceg7LVtZUEk2Q88MSr#:~:text=Shares%20of%20Rivian%20Automotive%20are,%25%20in%20after%2Dhours%20trading.
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/02/01/rivian-to-lay-off-six-percent-of-workforce-ev-price-war.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/12/01/ev-maker-fisker-faces-liquidity-questions-after-short-seller-claims-its-cash-is-tied-up.html


Company Updates: RIVN
In 2022, more than 10 million packages
were delivered by Rivian-made Amazon
vehicles. 
Rivian received an initial order from Amazon
for 100,000 electric delivery vehicles (EDVs)
to be delivered by 2030. The vehicles have
received positive reviews from Amazon
drivers who like the visibility,
cameras/safety features, and cargo room.
While much of the headlines have been
focused on consumer production and
recalls, Rivian’s Amazon relationship (only
10% of ordered vehicles delivered so far)
and broader opportunity in the commercial
van market may be an underappreciated
growth catalyst. Related, Amazon is Rivian’s
largest shareholder with a 17% stake, which
raises the possibility of a takeover and
potential upside in the stock. 

The company's near-term Achilles heel is production output.

https://insideevs.com/news/631548/cnbc-amazon-rivian-delivery-van/


Rivian demand is high despite stock performance. Consumer interest in purchasing a Rivian vehicle is rising,
currently pacing 31% higher YoY. Meanwhile, Rivian shares are trading at all-time lows following the company's
most recent disappointing earnings release.

Key Takeaway:

RIVN: 
Purchase
Intent



Rivian Web Visits are pushing higher again after a drop-off in interest from early 2021 through the end of 2022.
Visits are currently pacing 10% lower on a YoY basis but are 120% higher versus two years ago, continuing a long-term
upward trajectory.

Key Takeaway:

RIVN:
Global
Web
Visits



Rivian sentiment is the highest among EV and traditional peers, at 77% positive. Qualitative reviews show that consumers who do
get their hands on a Rivian vehicle report a positive experience. In fact, the largest driver of Rivian negative sentiment is the company's
production wait time.

Key Takeaway:

RIVN:
Sentiment



Consumer demand for electric vehicles established new highs over the last year. Mentions of purchasing an electric
vehicle have risen 42% higher on a YoY basis, despite a pull-back in gas prices. Revenue in the electric vehicles market is
expected to exceed $365 billion in 2023, with the majority of revenue generated in China and the U.S. 

Macro Trend Watch:

Trend Watch: Electric Vehicle Demand



RIVN: The Case for Rivian



SOFI



Key Points

BullishBearish

Neutral

SOFI: SoFi

Money Dial: Bullish

76

Purchase Intent: 
+9% YoY

Sentiment: 
69% positive, -10% YoY

New Users (US): 
+19% YoY

Key Points



Simple Option Play

Buy SOFI Jan 2025
10/12 Call Spread

@ $0.30 Debit
 

Max Loss: $30
Max Gain: $170

per contract
 
 

Actionable Trade Ideas

Purchase SOFI
up to $6/share
for a long-term

hold. 
 

Landon's Pick

**ON ALL TRADES, it is
important to use proper risk

management to correctly
allocate and protect your

capital.
 

We believe this stock could
gain by more than 250%

within the next two years. 
 

Risk Management 



Company Updates: SOFI
Sofi Technologies, a “one-stop shop for digital financial services,” operates a fintech platform that helps consumers achieve
financial independence through a convenient app. It generates revenue from Lending, Other Financial Services, and Technology
Platform licensing. Lending comprises the majority of revenue (~70%) and includes personal loans (62%), student loans (36%), and
mortgages (2%). "Other financial services" includes investments and cash management (e.g., saving and spending tools). Galileo, its
core technology platform, provides services to other financial and non-financial institutions. 

Q4 adjusted net revenue grew 58% YoY to a record $443 million and the Q4 net loss of $0.05 per share improved 64% YoY with
both results beating consensus expectations. The membership base was up 51% YoY to 5.2 million, products were up 53% to 7.9
million, and technology platform accounts increased 31% to 131 million. Management guided to 34%-37% revenue growth in the first
quarter of 2023 and 25%-30% revenue growth for 2023, saying it expects to reach GAAP profitability by Q4 2023. 

The first SoFi Investor Study (Jan. 2023) showed that 75% of U.S. investors have regrets about how they invested in 2022 and
85% will change how they invest this year. Their biggest regret was not buying more crypto at lower prices. The survey revealed
Gen Z was “least spooked” by inflation, saying they want to invest more despite inflation than other demographics. The three biggest
desired changes for 2023 are increasing investments, conducting more research, and working with a financial advisor. 

SoFi was named to the World’s Most Innovative Companies for 2023 by Fast Company for being at the forefront of the digital
personal finance industry. It was ranked No. 3 among personal finance companies. Since going public in June 2021, SOFI obtained a
national bank license, launched high-yielding checking and savings (APY up to 3.75%), and rolled out a premium service called SoFi
Plus. 

“Wallet Wars,” aka the global transition from physical to digital wallets, is well underway. 41% of Gen Z doesn’t expect to ever
buy a physical wallet or purse again. A big topic and potential battleground in the digital wallet space is "digital identity wallets," which
represent a single, secure, smartphone-based home for all of one’s digital ID credentials. Banks/fintechs' ability to incorporate value-
added digital ID services and play a larger role in the digital economy could be a differentiator. 

https://s27.q4cdn.com/749715820/files/doc_financials/2022/q4/q4/Q4-2022-Earnings-Release-Final.pdf
https://investors.sofi.com/news/news-details/2023/SoFi-Report-Reveals-85-of-Investors-Plan-to-Change-How-They-Invest-in-2023/default.aspx
https://www.fastcompany.com/most-innovative-companies/list
https://morningconsult.com/2023/02/21/big-banks-face-uphill-battle-in-digital-wallet-wars/
https://readthebrief.substack.com/p/41-of-gen-z-say-theyll-never-buy
https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidbirch/2023/02/01/the-wallet-wars-are-not-about-money-they-are-about-identity/?sh=5d7b4a51314a


SoFi demand is pushing higher in 2023, currently up 9% YoY. Demand growth was sparked by SoFi's Money product featuring direct
deposit. According to SoFi, "The deposits bolster and diversify our source of funding enabling us to offer our best rates on loans, while
generating impressive returns and improving net interest income revenue...2022 marks the first time our lending net interest income
revenue of $530 million by itself exceeded our total directly attributable lending cost of $443 million. We grew our deposits 7 times to
$7.3 billion from $1 billion over the course of the year, really powering that cycle."

Key Takeaway:

SOFI:
Purchase
Intent



SoFi sentiment is caught in politicized crossfire. Consumer Happiness for the financial service provider has slipped by 10 points YoY
following confusion stemming from the company's attempt to block the Biden administration's pause on student loans. The current
pause means loan holders have little to no incentive to pay on loans (or refinance) while interest is paused. The company asks at a
minimum to limit the pause for consumers who won't qualify for forgiveness anyway. We don't expect this politicized issue to have a
material impact on the happiness of SoFi users. 

Key Takeaway:

SOFI: 
Sentiment



SoFi digital traffic suggests the company is rapidly attracting potential new users to its platform. Monthly new users
increased by 19% YoY from December through February. At the end of 2022, SoFi counted 5.2 million members, a 51% boost
YoY.

Key Takeaway:

SOFI: 
New Users
(US)



Consumers are looking for quick, efficient ways to manage finances. LikeFolio has followed the increased use of digital
wallets for more than a year now. However, one segment appears to be making the most traction near-term, especially when it
comes to younger audiences: mobile banking. Mobile banking mentions (possible on SoFi's app) are on pace for their second-
highest quarter on record, trailing only the onset of the pandemic.

Macro Trend Watch:

Trend Watch: Mobile Banking

Nearing
Pandemic

Highs



SOFI: Convenience Factor (Easy to Use)



FUBO



Key Points

BullishBearish

Neutral

FUBO: Fubo

Money Dial: Neutral

55

Purchase Intent:
+26% YoY

New Users (US):
+4% YoY

Sentiment:
56% Positive, -14% YoY

Key Points



Simple Option Play

 None
 

Actionable Trade Ideas

Purchase FUBO
up to $1.50/share

for a long-term
hold.

**ON ALL TRADES, it is
important to use proper risk

management to correctly
allocate and protect your

capital.
 

We believe this stock could
gain by more than 500%

within the next two years. 
 

Risk Management 

Andy's Pick



Company Updates: FUBO
FuboTV is a live-streaming TV platform for sports, news, and entertainment. Its content can be accessed from streaming devices,
Smart TVs, PCs, tablets, and cell phones in the U.S., Canada, Spain, and France. 

Q4 revenue in North America grew 36% YoY to $312.1 million. Ad revenue grew 30%, accounting for 11% of the North
American total. The ROW (rest of world) business added $7.2 million in revenue for a total of $319.3 million (up 38% YoY). The Q4 net
loss of $95.9 million was flat YoY but the net loss margin improved significantly (-41% to -30%). The company topped $1 billion in
annual revenue and $100 million in annual ad sales for the first time. As of Dec. 31, Fubo had 1.445 million North American
subscribers (up 29% YoY) and 420,000 subscribers in international markets (up 117% YoY). At the midpoint, FY 2023 North America
subscribers are forecasted to reach 1.52 million, representing 5% growth. FUBO shares fell 14% on the report.

FUBO recently added Bally Sports’ portfolio of regional sports networks (RSN) to double down on its sports-first positioning.
(Fubo previously dropped Bally Sports in Jan. 2020 at a time when other players dropped this content.) This is having a positive impact
on subscriber growth and driving local sports fans to the platform. With approximately 35 RSN channels, Fubo can deliver at least one
network to nearly every U.S. subscriber. In the current quarter, FUBO raised prices by $5 for its U.S. channel plans and raised the price
of its RSN. Even after the price hikes, it is the lowest-cost streaming option for local sports. 

In November 2022, Fubo launched on Amazon’s streaming service Freevee to bring its available devices total to 155 million,
which represents more eyeballs on the Fubo Sports Network than ever before. In response to “a growing appetite for the voice of
the athlete,” Fubo is expanding the distribution of live sports programming, original series, and other athlete-focused content for
sports fans. In addition to being available on free ad-supported streaming TV services (FAST) like Roku, Xumo, and Tubi, network
content is also available on social media (Instagram, TikTok, Twitch, Twitter, and YouTube).

The long-term growth outlook remains positive. Fubo estimates that 62 million U.S. consumers have yet to cut the cord. It believes
it can grow North American subscribers by at least 10% annually as the secular decline in pay TV continues and as it adds more sports
programming to its portfolio en route to 2 million North America subscribers by 2025.

https://ir.fubo.tv/news/news-details/2023/FuboTV-Delivered-Over-1-Billion-in-Global-Annual-Revenue-in-2022-Closed-Year-With-984-Million-in-Revenue-and-1.445-Million-Subscribers-in-North-America/default.aspx
https://www.tvguide.com/news/bally-sports-on-fubotv/
https://cordcuttersnews.com/fubotv-is-raising-its-price-by-as-much-as-20-per-month/
https://www.fiercevideo.com/video/fubo-sports-network-expands-distribution-amazons-freevee
https://s21.q4cdn.com/819998841/files/doc_financials/2022/q4/Q4_FY-2022-SH-Letter_vF2.pdf


FuboTV demand is rising as the company expands its coverage and programming and more consumers make the
switch to streaming live content over traditional cable. Coverage of the World Cup last Fall helped to drive new users to
the platform, however, the company doesn't appear confident that this growth is sustainable, reflected in its disappointing
subscriber outlook. Live sports coverage is likely to lead to volatile jumps in the company's user base, for better or worse.

Key Takeaway:

FUBO: 
Purchase
Intent



Fubo web traffic grew by 4% YoY but dropped off significantly from the prior quarter. Real-time data suggests
Fubo's weak subscriber outlook was prescient. After a surge related to World Cup viewership, Fubo's new user growth
rate returned to previous levels.

Key Takeaway:

FUBO: 
New Users
(US)



FuboTV sentiment has slipped by 14 points YoY to 56% positive. Due to the nature of live sports viewers, consumers are extremely
reactive to any delays, lapses in coverage, and other programming errors when it comes to watching their favorite teams. In addition,
price hikes on regional sports channels appear to be taking a toll.

Key Takeaway:

FUBO:
Sentiment



Consumer mentions of streaming live sports have increased by 30% YoY, reaching all-time highs. This trend outperforms all other
types of streaming mentions in regard to demand growth, including generic streaming, streaming movies and syndicated TV, and even
original content. FuboTV's positioning in the live sports market initially helped to attract new users to the platform.

Macro Trend Watch:

Trend Watch:
Live Sports
Drives
Streaming 



FuboTV cancellation mentions are spiking significantly above other live TV streamers in the first quarter of 2023. Many consumers cite
high costs, carriage misses, and new streaming options as top reasons for canceling. For example, MSG+ (Madison Square Garden
Entertainment) recently launched a range of subscriptions to include MSG Network and MSG SportsNet and all MSG-produced Knicks, Rangers,
Islanders, Devils, and Sabres games - plus other live sports, events, and programming included on the networks.

Macro Trend Watch:

Trend Watch:
Fubo TV
Cancellations 



FUBO: Carriage, Price Weighs on Sentiment



Trend Watch Summary: Binary Bets

All have recorded significant drops in share price over the last two years.

All are operating in segments where demand growth could realistically explode (some higher than
others). 

The companies featured in this report are on the verge... of tremendous growth or continued sell-
off. 

The common themes:

The consumer macro trends that stand to propel these names range from electric vehicle demand to
genome editing. 

If these companies can execute, their stocks will benefit greatly. If they don't, they could cease to
exist in a few years. 

We're keeping an eye on critical consumer metrics including demand growth, happiness, and behavior 
 patterns to best understand how to approach from here. 



Disclaimers
The material in this presentation is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer to sell, a solicitation to
buy, a recommendation or endorsement for any security or strategy, nor does it constitute an offer to provide investment
advisory or other services by LikeFolio, SwanPowers, LLC, or its employees. 

This information is not investment or tax advice. 

SwanPowers, LLC and LikeFolio is not an investment advisor or a broker dealer.

Investing in securities involves risks, and there is always the potential of losing all your money. 
Before investing in any strategy, consider your investment objectives and speak with a professional. 
Past performance does not guarantee future results, and the likelihood of investment outcomes is hypothetical.
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